Across
1. happening slowly
4. an event that features bronco riding and calf roping
8. the study of nature and the universe to learn facts and principles
9. a large instrument played by pressing keys
10. one who knowingly makes untrue statements
12. a stringed instrument held under the chin
15. a range of different types
16. a thought or plan
20. the time that passes between two dates
21. a large, wild cat
22. It can be burned for energy.
24. a show
25. a thing or creature of enormous size
26. to use marks such as commas and periods in writing
27. the first month of the year

Down
1. the study of landforms and waters of the world
2. instruction
3. opposite of noisy
5. a personal written record
6. a liquid amount equal to four cups
7. a rock from outer space that enters Earth's atmosphere
9. a written work that often has rhythm and rhyme
11. a drawing that shows how something works
12. Mom made a ___ recording of our school play.
13. something that needs to be solved
14. breakfast food made from grain
17. We heard the news on the car ___.
18. the second month of the year
19. a large country southwest of China
23. normal